Special Approval for FSC Trademark Use Nr. 002/50-001-V2

General Approval for FSC bilingual labels for Canada.

Date of Approval: 14 December 2010
Approved by
Janeth Pineda
Trademark Management Programme
FSC Global Development GmbH
Email: trademark@fsc.org

Update: 05/06/2018

Please note, that previous approval of label use in a similar situation does not give automatic approval for future use. Exceptions remain in force as long as the design is unchanged, with the understanding that a new design of product or packaging may require alterations.

Details of the Special Approval

Intended Use:
☑ On-product Use
☐ Promotional use

Justification
In Canada, the official second language is French and requires that products include bilingual text. Specifically, in the province of Quebec where there are language laws that require both French and English or French only.

Conditions of use:
It is at the discretion of the Certification Body to approve the use of bilingual labels for Canada.

Note that labels with a bilingual label title are not provided by the label generator.
Description of the non standard elements

| Size |  
|      |  
| Color |  
| Elements | ☒ | Label title is used in both English and French  
| Placement |  
| Other |  

Picture of the approved artwork:

This is an example of the approved use, this approval applies also to 100% and MIX labels for all product types.